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Oblivion Bolt 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The character reaches out his hand, unleashing a bolt 

of crackling darkness from his palm. Damage inflicted 

by this Feat manifests as sudden decay: Metal 

corrodes or rusts, while natural materials and flesh 

wither and rot. Resolve the attack with (Dexterity + 

Channel). Base damage is equal to the character’s 

Destiny + 1L per HR spent. The hero may invest as 

many HR as they have dots in Occult. Range is equal 

to (Channel x 10m). Damage from Oblivion Bolt 

counts as Aggravated against beings of Order, such as 

ancestor spirits. 

Oblivion Swarm 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Extra Action 

Prerequisite Feats: Oblivion Bolt 

Raising her hands to the sky, the hero summons a 

swarm of blazing demonic sprites to fly at her 

enemies. The character makes a series of magical 

ranged attacks, 1 per 3 HR spent, up to her Occult. 

The attack is resolved with (Dexterity + Channel) and 

each hit inflicts base damage equal to the character’s 

Destiny. Creatures of Order treat damage from 

Oblivion Swarm as aggravated. Base range is (Channel 

x 10m). 

Oblivion Unchained 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Oblivion Bolt 

Reaching into the Umbra, the Chaos Adept pulls forth 

a blazing ball of dark fire and hurls it at her enemies. 

The ball explodes when it hits, showering all nearby 

with flames that decay and corrode everything they 

touch. The hero makes an attack using (Dexterity + 

Channel) and inflicts 1L per HR spent on all targets 

within (Destiny x 1m) that fail to Dodge. Range is 

equal to (Channel x 10m) and inflicts Aggravated 

damage to creatures of Order. 

Unleashing the Void 

Cost 8 HR Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Unleashing the Void 

The adept forces Chaos energy into the ground 

around him-self until it can take no more, erupting in 

geysers of pure oblivion flames.  

Roll (Charisma + Channel). All plants in a radius equal 

to the successes rolled with and die immediately. Any 
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living creature in the area, aside from the caster, 

receives lethal damage equal to the character’s 

Destiny. This damage can only be soaked using the 

victim’s natural soak, and is considered Aggravated to 

beings of Order, such as ancestor spirits. 

Circle of Fell Fire 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery. 

A flickering miasma of Chaos spirits dances at the 

caster’s feet. Any time the caster is struck in close 

combat they may spend HR to inflict damage upon 

their attacker, equal 1L per 2 HR. This damage cannot 

be soaked except with Feats. 

Wall of Fell Fire 

Cost: 2HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: 6 ticks/Destiny Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Circle of Fell Fire 

In an unmistakable demonstration of their mastery 

over the forces of Chaos, the hero throws her hands 

into the air, raising a curtain of crackling black flames. 

The adept commits a minimum of 2 HR and a 

maximum of (Destiny x 2). Roll (Charisma + Channel). 

Each success allows the curtain of flame to be 1m 

long. It is the height of the caster and any being 

passing through it takes 1L unsoakable damage per 2 

HR the caster spent. Creatures of Order threat this 

damage as Aggravated. It is of note that this Feat does 

only cosmetic damage to inanimate objects around it. 

The start of the wall may be up (Channel x 5m) from 

the Adept. 

Curse of Immolation 

Cost: 2 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Circle of Fell Fire 

With a gesture, the Chaos Adept brings forth a 

screaming pillar of fire to consume an enemy up to 

(Channel x 10m) away. Roll (Charisma + Channel) as 

an attack that has a base damage of Destiny + 1L per 2 

HR. The target continues to burn on the caster’s 

subsequent actions until the victim spends a point of 

Willpower and an action to douse themselves. Each 

action they burn for a further 1L unsoakable damage. 

Every time Curse of Immolation deals damage, the 

caster regains 1 HR. 

Consume the Soul 

Cost: 2HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Curse of Immolation, Return to 

Oblivion 

The ultimate display of the Adept’s destructive 

potential. The caster summons a roiling, fiery mass of 

Chaos spirits around an enemy up to (Channel x 10m) 

away. The attack always hits and does 1L damage per 

2 HR spent, up to the Adept’s (Destiny x 2) damage. 

This damage can only be soaked with natural soak and 

is considered Aggravated to creatures of Order. 

If Consume the Soul kills the victim the caster may pay 

1 WP to have it jump to another nearby target of the 

caster’s choosing. The next target must be within 

(Channel x 1m) and within the caster’s line of sight. 

This can continue until there are no more legal 

targets, or the Feat fails to kill the victim. 

Chill of the Void 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 1 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The adept is able to imbue to imbue their weapon 

with cold, black flames. Until their next action it gains 

+1 Damage and +1 Overwhelm. If the caster’s Destiny 

is 4+, they may spend an extra 1 HR to apply this 

effect to the weapon of another. The target must be 

within (Channel x 2m). Any weapon so affected inflicts 

Aggravated damage upon creatures of Order. 

Bite the Hand That Feeds 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Prerequisite Feats: Chill of the Void 

The caster makes a snatching motion with their hand 

in an attempt to corrupt an enemy’s weapon. The 

caster rolls (Manipulation + Channel) resisted by 

(Strength + Endurance). Success means that the 

opponent either drops the weapon or suffers 

unsoakable bashing damage equal to the caster’s 

Destiny as it twists and changes in their grasp. 

  



Return to Oblivion 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive, Counter 

Prerequisite Feats: Bite the Hand That Feeds 

Chaos Adepts with this Feat are able to destroy the 

magical effects of Creation or Order Feats. The hero 

spends up to their (Manipulation + Occult) in HR. Each 

HR spent gives 1 die to roll against the opposing 

effect, which has a DV equal to its caster’s (Destiny 

+1). In the event that this score is unknown, use 1 + 

the minimum Destiny required for that Feat. 

Return to Oblivion cannot be used to unravel effects 

caused by ritual magic, enchanted items, or other 

sorceries that are not Feats of Creation or Order. 


